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UPCOMING CHAPTER EVENTS
MTG—14 May
5:30 - 6:00 PM Sign In/Networking
6:00 - 6:15 PM Dinner/Announcements
6:15 - 7:15 PM Program
General Meeting
_______________________________
DINNER/LUNCH COST
Members - $30/$35 after RSVP deadline
Non-Members - $35
Student/Lifetime Members- Free
MEAL TICKETS
You can pre-purchase meal tickets for
future meetings at the sign-in desk or via
the Chapter’s website for the price of $30
for 1 ticket.
RESERVATIONS
If you are planning to attend one of the
Chapter Meetings, please RSVP at least
four (4) business days before the meeting.
RSVP via the Chapter’s website or email at
central.az.ashrae@gmail.com.
PDH CERTIFICATES:
Sign up for PDH certificates on the website or at the Chapter meeting. Certificates are handed out after the Meeting.
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It seems like just yesterday
that I wrote about the upcoming events and excitement
surrounding the new ASHRAE
year. I can hardly believe it
has flown by this fast and is
close to the end. This year has
been a year of many firsts for
our ASHRAE chapter as we
have tried new activities and
fundraising events, some were
with great success and others
we had to scrap and go back
to the drawing board. All in
all, we have learned a lot from
this year and look forward to
continue our quest in growing
the chapter membership,
providing educational information to the chapter as well
as the community, and continue to be a strong force in Region X. We will celebrate our
victories and learn from our
mistakes.

ward an even more successful
coming year. On May 17th we will
be hosting our annual golf tournament at Club West Golf Club. This
event in the past has been a pinnacle event for our chapter in raising
money for RP as well as our chapter. I hope that you have made the
commitment to join us on Friday,
May 17th for another spectacular
day of golf, prizes, and fun. Looking forward to seeing you on the
links…

Finally, I want to thank all of the
committee chairs and executive
committee for a tremendous
amount of support and leadership
that they have shown over the past
few months. It is with great pleasure that I became a father in early
March, and it didn’t come without
some complications. My son Davis
Emerson was born on March 1st
days before the table-top product
show and right in the middle of the
Before we break for the sum- spring season of ASHRAE. Our
mer, we have two very imteam has done an incredible job
portant events remaining. On stepping up and helping where
May 14th we have our final
necessary. Thank you! Here’s a
monthly meeting. The meeting pic of our little guy…
will be dedicated to Research
and Promotion as Jim Hart
(Kunka Engineering) takes
some time to thank the many
contributors to this year’s RP
goal. We will also be holding
elections for next year so that
we can gear up early over the
summer and start working to- All my best,
Tyson
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Mark your calendars for Spring Golf Tournament
Club West Golf Course
Friday — May 17th 2013

Newsletter Articles Requested

If you are interested in writing an
article for the Dust Devil Newsletter, please send your submission
to:
Dianne Langmade Email: diannel@nswswhvac.com
Or Larry Hodgins
larry@ttagmail.com
Phone: (602) 344-4019
Fax: (602)275-6516

Brief History of ASHRAE
ASHRAE, founded in 1894, was
formed by the merger of two societies:
the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers (ASHVE),
and the American Society of Refrigerating Engineers (ASRE). The
two merged in 1959.
___________________
The Central Arizona Chapter was
chartered in 1953 as the ASHVE
Arizona Chapter. The Chapter’s
first president was Vern Carnes.

ELECTIONS
2013 – 2014 Term
The new ASHRAE term begins July 1, 2013 and lasts for (12) contiguous months. The
election will be held at the May 2013 evening meeting.
The nominees are the following:
President - Tom Andrews PE

President Elect - Colin Laisure-Pool PE

Secretary - James Kennelly II

Treasurer - Beau Turner

Board Members:
Tyson Padgett (current President)

Don Brandt (current board member)

Charlie Pehl (current board member)

Pete Menconi (past president 1983)

Shawn Masterson (past president 2012)

Keith Willis
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Research Promotion!!! Please give!!!
!!!

Contributing online is safe, easy, encouraged, and goes a long way to help our chapter reach
its annual $21,500 Research Promotion goal. Using your favorite browser, This is a secure
website, and it is EASY! Navigate to
https://xp20.ashrae.org/secure/researchpromotion/rp.html.
And now you have the following decisions to make as you complete the online form: How
much should I contribute? Individual honor role starts at $100 and company honor role starts
at $150. You are welcome to give whatever amount suits you.
To what am I contributing? ASHRAE Research is most common, but other ASHRAE programs
are listed. ASHRAE is a 501(c)(3) corporation.
I am contributing as an individual or as a company? This is your choice, and honor role recognition is for either the company or the individual.
How do I fund my contribution? Use one of listed credit cards and provide all the information
the form requests. Okay, now what? You will receive a receipt from ASHRAE for your contribution. You, or the company, will be recognized by the chapter. ASHRAE recognizes honor
role contributors with certificates, coins, and plaques. PLEASE - Make your contribution today!
Contributors:
Mr. Lawrence Rosenblum

Mr. Collin Laisure-Pool

Mr. Dale Beck

Mr. James Kennelly II

Mr. Don Brandt

Mr. Tom Andrews, PE

Mr. Shawn Masterson

Mr. Jim Hart

Mr. Tyson Padgett

Mr. Bill Seginski

Ms. Kathryn Paine

Mr. Gary Nelson

Ms. Dianne Langmade

Mr. Steve Durand, PE

Mr. Jeff Steffensen

Mr. Gabe Millican, PE

Companies:
Norman S Wright Co

Arizona Control Specialist

Integrated Support Systems

Mechanical Products Inc SW

Johnson Controls—Tempe

J & B Sales Company

Western Vents & Curbs

Metal Form Manufacturing

Central AZ ASHRAE Chapter
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Since 1960, ASHRAE has
sponsored research studies at universities and
research firms. The results of these studies
have been used to prepare chapters in the
ASHRAE Handbook series, as foundational
material in special publications, and in the
formulation of standards
___________________
The Chapter raises funds
for RP through a variety
of activities, including a
50/50 Raffle, Product
Show and Golf Tournament. If you are interested in donating to
ASHRAE Research, contact the Chapter’s RP
Chair, Jim Hart
Dust Devil
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Displacement Ventilation: The Art of Convection
By Dan Hahne
HVAC design has relied predominantly on
forced air mixing systems for a very good
reason; it works. It has been tried and proven. To mix 55F degree air to create uniform
space temperatures, supply air is introduced
to a room at high velocity through air devices
typically located in ceilings or upper wall levels. Cold air discharged from a diffuser induces warmer room air into the supply air
stream. However, fan energy is required to
drive air at adequate velocities for effective
mixing to occur. Though effective, these designs have inherent challenges. Drafts can
occur when overhead colliding air streams or
diffusers at low flow causes cold air to dump.
Unwanted sound can be generated when high
velocity air passes through the restricted free
area of a closing VAV damper. Indoor air
quality is less than optimal. Contaminant
emitted by sick occupants will distribute
evenly throughout the room until diluted and
exhausted from the space.
Displacement ventilation is also a proven air delivery system offering owners a sustainable HVAC solution. DV effectively applies the physics of convection whereby
lighter warm air rises and dense cooler air
falls. Instead of using energy to overcome the
thermal resistance between cold supply and
warm room, DV employs the buoyant forces
of convection to achieve greater thermal
comfort and superior indoor air quality while
offering the added potential benefit of enhanced energy efficiency. Supply air is discharged from diffusers at low velocity and an
elevated leaving air temperature of between
62 to 68F. Only the occupied zone, defined by
ASHRAE as six feet off the floor and one foot
off the walls, is conditioned. In areas with
sedentary occupants, diffuser discharge velocities are designed at 40 FPM or less while
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large open spaces with active occupants have
been designed with air velocities up to 60
FPM. At low flow air pools along the floor creating a steady state stratified temperature
profile. For example, conventional rooms
with nine foot ceilings served by 65F degree
EAT will result in stratified temperatures
ranging from 70F at the floor to 80-85F at the
ceiling while maintaining 75F at a t-stat
mounted 5-feet off the floor. Research has
shown occupants are not aware their feet are
colder than their heads providing no more
than a 5F degree temperature differential is
maintained from head to toe.

So, what drives air movement in the space;
convection. Heat sources generate upward
flows of warm air called thermal plumes that
drive unwanted heat and contaminants to upper room levels where return or exhaust air
grilles are located. Thermal plumes, averaging 30 FPM for a person, draws and envelops
an occupant or heat emitting device with cool
clean air. DV is effectively a self balancing air
delivery system as heat drives the air.
Continued next page
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Since higher concentrations of contaminated air will reside outside the breathing zone,
ASHRAE recognizes displacement ventilation
offers a 1.2 ventilation effectiveness, 20% greater than a perfect mixed air system. In some applications, buildings with DV have been measured with a ventilation effectiveness of 2.0 and
2.5. Consequently, ASHRAE 62.1 recognizes that
spaces using DV require 20% less outside air.
Displacement is also a good way for delivering
ventilation air through buildings using passive
chilled beam designs and it can enhance the
secondary convective effect for buildings using
either hydronic low mass radiant panels or high
mass in-slab radiant tubing. Underfloor displacement air systems achieve better stratification profiles recommended by ASHRAE’s UFAD
2003 design guide than semi-turbulent UFAD designs.

Displacement ventilation, however,
does require a different approach to heating.
In cooling, convection effectively works to
satisfy space load. However, when discharged from a diffuser at low velocity, warm
air will not have enough momentum to
properly mix and will short circuit to the ceiling. Short circuiting does not occur, however, when supply air is delivered within 5F degrees of room set point. So, for a room that
has a call for heating with a thermostat set at
70F, a DV diffuser can supply 75F air to satisfy a portion of the load. A secondary heating
solution may be necessary, especially in perimeter zones. Hydronic or electric radiant
heating panels are frequently used in perimeter ceilings. Hybrid heating and cooling diffusers offer another heating option and are
available in different configurations. Some
hybrid diffusers are equipped with a secondary linear outlet with reduced free area at the bottom of the device. An auto
change over damper directs cold air in
cooling through the larger perforated
supply air face. In heating the damper directs warm air to and through the linear
slot delivering high velocity air to a room
for mixing. Free standing DV cabinets that
can be mounted against a wall are also available. These units provide cool air through
the bottom face of the diffuser. The upper
compartment has either a hydronic or electric heating coil to bathe the
wall in a convective flow of
warm air during the winter

Continued next page
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Since supply air is introduced to a space
above dew point, an engineer has to make sure
dehumidification occurs at the air handler.
There are a few solutions. Reheat is one less
than ideal option, but there are other, better solutions. Return air bypass with a modulating
damper connected between the supply and return air ducts will mix a portion of return air
with the supply air stream to control the supply
air temperature. Another solution is to provide
air handlers with a sensible heat recovery device to transfer heat from the return/exhaust air
stream into the supply air stream. Providing the
OSA dew point is acceptably low, side stream
bypass of the outside air to the supply air discharge cabinet can be used. In our arid climate, this could be an effective option.
Since ASHRAE recognizes DV systems
may be designed with up to 20% less outside
air, displacement has gained the attention of the
healthcare industry. Kaiser Permanente of California funded research on the application of DV
in patient rooms. Bob Gulick of Mazzetti & Associates, Paul Marmion of Stantec Engineering
and Andy Streifel of the University of Minnesota
participated in the research. The white paper
generated from the results of this study showed
a patient room using displacement ventilation
designed at 4 ACH achieved equal or better
ventilation effectiveness than a room designed
at 6 ACH using a conventional mixing system.
These results support why ASHRAE Standard
170 2010 adopted displacement ventilation as
an acceptable method of air delivery for patient
rooms. Banner Health, aware of the inherent
benefits of DV, began researching its application for their buildings and adopted it in their
new health centers. These facilities took advantage of ceiling mounted diffusers in lieu of
conventional low level devices. CFD modeling
during design illustrated that ceiling mounted
displacement diffusers should achieve a ventilation effectiveness of 1.2 to 1.3 depending on occupancy, a 30-40% differential compared to a
conventional mixed air system.
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As a result Banner Health can truly
argue the indoor air quality of there new
Health Centers will be second to none.
Preliminary energy reports from the Maricopa Health Center suggest that, during
the winter and early spring, the building
has conserved energy from the enhanced
use of the economizer cycle. As we approach the summer months, these energy
savings will be reduced, but Banner is
hopeful of an annualized energy benefit.
For reasons stated above, The Collaborative for High Performance Schools recognizes displacement ventilation as the air
delivery system of choice for schools.
Architects need to be aware of their
essential role in creating any high performance building. Tighter building envelopes and higher quality fenestration with
enhanced U values are often required to
reduce conductive and radiant effects that
can greatly compromise the performance
of a sustainable HVAC design. Without a
team approach, most if not all sustainable
systems will fall short of what they are
able to achieve especially when DV is
used in hybrid radiant heating and cooling systems. Consequently, with the right
architectural features and prudent design
practices, displacement ventilation offers
an air delivery system that can enhance
the indoor air quality and thermal comfort
of a building, while consuming less energy.

Dust Devil

YEA - FREE LUNCH
Thank you to everyone who came out
for the past two
events: kickball and
the spring training
game. Both events
were well attended.
We will be switching
up the next event
and holding a FREE
lunch for Cinco De
Mayo at Macayo’s on
Central Avenue. The
lunch will be at 12:00
pm on Friday,

May 3rd. We will have
a buffet of tacos,
chimichangas, tostadas, and chicken
enchiladas. Please
RSVP to the YEA
chair Beau Turner at
YEA.CentralAZ.ASH
RAE@gmail.com.
YEA stands for
Young Engineers in
ASHRAE. The group
is for any member
who is 35 or younger.

The goal of YEA is to
create a greater
sense of community
among the younger
ASHRAE members
as well as increase
interest in potential
ASHRAE members
within the HVAC
community.

“It’s more fun to talk
with someone who
doesn’t use long
difficult words, but
rather short easy
words like, “What
about lunch?”


Winnie the
Pooh

RSVP to YEA chair Beau Turner at
YEA.CentralAZ.ASHRAE@gmail.com.
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Chapter Events Calendar for 2012-2013
The ASHRAE Central Arizona Chapter holds monthly meetings from September to May. Unless indicated otherwise, Chapter
Meetings are held in the Grand Canyon Room of the Radisson Hotel Phoenix Airport North, located at 427 North 44th Street in
Phoenix. Free parking is available.
Meeting
Date

Location

General Meeting Topic

Time

9/11/12

Radisson Hotel

Central Plants

6:00 PM

10/9/12

Radisson Hotel

R-22 Phase Out

11/13/12

Radisson Hotel

179D Federal Energy Tax Deductions

6:00 PM

12/6/12

Sun Up brewery

Holiday Social

5:30 PM

1/08/13

Radisson Hotel

Radiant Beam Panel System

6:00 PM

2/12/13

Radisson Hotel

ASHRAE 90.1—2010 relation to IEEC
2012 Energy Codes

6:00 PM

3/7/13

El Zaribah Shrine
Auditorium

ASHRAE/ASPE Chapter Product Show

2:00 PM

4/9/13

Radisson Hotel

Designing Custom Air Handlers

6:00 PM

5/3/13

Macayo’s
Kitchen

YEA EVENT for young engineers

Noon

5/14/13

Radisson Hotel

Topic is TBD—Plus acknowledging those
contributing to Research Promotion

6:00 PM

5/17/2013

Club West

Annual Golf Tournament—Shotgun Start
7:30 AM

2012-2013 Chapter Board of Governors
President: Tyson Padgett—Tyson.padgett@dmghvac.com
President-Elect: Tom Andrews, PE Secretary: Colin E. Laisure-Pool, EIT, LEED AP
Treasurer: James Kennelly
Board Member.: Don Brandt
Board Member: Frank Schmidt
Board Member: Charlie Pehl - charlie@warden.com
Board Member: Shawn Masterson

Notes

Time

4001 N Central Ave Phoenix
85012

16400 S 14th Ave Phoenix
85045

2012-2013 Chapter Committees
Electronic Communications: Dennis Surovcik - denis.surovcik@dmghvac.com
CTTC Co –Chair: Justin Niska - Justin.n.niska@jci.com
CTTC Co—Chair: Brian Martin
Golf Tournament Chair: Tyson Padgett /Justin Niska - Justin.n.niska@jci.com
Historian: John Benson
Membership Promotion Chair: Gabe Millican
Newsletter Editor: Dianne Langmade - diannel@nswswhvac.com
Product Show Chair: Charlie Pehl - charlie@warden.com
Product Show Co -Chair & Web-site Developer: Kellie Huff
Research Promotion Chair: Jim Hart
Student Activities Chair: James W, Kennelly, EIT
Sustainability Chair: Dan Hahne
Technology, Energy & Government Activities: Morgan Bliss, CIE
YEA (Young Engineers) Chair: Beau Turner - bturner@gmail.com
Bob Langmade Foundation & Newsletter Larry Hodgins, P.E.
Refrigeration Chair: open
Education Chair: open

Statements made in this publication are not expressions of the Society or of
the Chapter and may not be reproduced without special permission of the
Chapter.
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CHAPTER MAY NOT ACT FOR THE SOCIETY

